
MEDLIFE Clinical Volunteering 
Huntington Hospital Information Sheet 

 
1. What is Huntington Hospital? Huntington is a private community hospital in Pasadena about 

3 miles west from Caltech campus. It is about a 10-minute drive from school.  
 
2. What does the time commitment look like? The minimum hour requirement is 8 hours per 

month for undergraduate students, and at least 50 hours total as a college student to be 
recognized as an active volunteer. We recommend volunteering 2 hours (or more) every 
weekend, or 4 hours every other weekend. 

 
3. What volunteer opportunities are available? Depending on what type of work you’re 

interested in and how hands-on in patient care you want to be, there are volunteer opportunities 
in patient relations, nursing stations, clerical work, information desk management, and working 
at the gift shop. A comprehensive list of role descriptions is listed on this website: 
https://www.huntingtonhospital.org/Support-Us/Give-Your-Time-as-a-Volunteer/Volunteer-
Opportunities.aspx 

 
4. Are there shadowing opportunities? Medlife does not coordinate or offer shadowing 

opportunities with the Huntington Hospital. Please contact Caltech’s Pre-Health Advisor, 
James Berk, at jberk [at] caltech [dot] edu to learn more about potential shadowing openings. 

 
5. I don’t want to volunteer alone, can I have a buddy? Volunteering is always more fun in a 

group! Medlife maintains a weekly Google sheet that lists who will be volunteering on 
Saturday and Sunday of every week, and it is updated every Tuesday before the coming 
weekend. It’s a great way to see who is doing what shifts, and potentially tag along to volunteer 
together, share an Uber, and meet a friend! 

 
6. How to I become a volunteer? You must apply via the Huntington Hospital website at 

https://www.volgistics.com/ex/portal.dll/ap?ap=1528474168. The online form takes about 15 
minutes to complete. After your application, you should receive a phone call within two weeks 
from a volunteer supervisor to discuss your application and next steps. Some things to look out 
for: 

1. Huntington Hospital has a strict dress code, even for volunteers. Make sure to ask about 
the specific dress policy for the particular volunteer position you’re assigned to. 

2. Almost all volunteers are required provide evidence of a negative 2-step TB test. TB 
tests are often offered at places like Walgreens and/or CVS, but often cost around $35 
for each TB test. We recommend potential volunteers to make an appointment at the 
Caltech Student Health Center, which offers TB tests for free.  

 
7. Who do I contact regarding questions? Please reach out to Michael Yao at myao [at] caltech 

[dot] edu if you have any questions, or call the Huntington Hospital Volunteer Servies at (626) 
397 – 5208. 

 
Happy volunteering! 

 


